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B ECO M E A B A A M A M E M B E R O R VO LU NTE E R TO DAY
NEW ! SILVER CORPOR ATE MEMBERSHIP
$299.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnPost half-page, color advertisement in each issue of bi-annual The BAAMA Journal at no additional
cost
nnHave the name of your organization listed in each educational meeting audio recording
nnUp to 10 individuals from the organization receive all corporate membership benefits listed in
“Corporate Membership” level
CORPOR ATE MEMBERSHIP
$150.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnOnce/year opportunity to send an informational or advertising announcement to all BAAMA members
nnOpportunities to conduct Technical Tours
nnListed as sponsor on BAAMA website
nnLink to organization web site from BAAMA website
nnListed as sponsor on all BAAMA newsletters
nnUp to 10 individuals from the organization receive all individual
membership benefits listed in “Individual Membership” level.
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION MEMBERSHIP
$99.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnUnlimited number of individuals from a school receive all individual
membership benefits listed in “Individual Membership” level
nnAll students must be on the membership email list of the respective
school (managed by school)
nnStudent must show current student ID
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
$25.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnFree admission to bi-monthly educational meetings
nnFree admission to Technical Tours
nnBAAMA journal access which can be downloaded from the
BAAMA website
nnE-mail announcements & reminders for Bay Area GIS activities
INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING ?
Are you already a BAAMA member who’d like to get a little more
involved? BAAMA welcomes members to take volunteer roles in the
organization’s activities!
There are many reasons to be a BAAMA volunteer. Volunteering will
increase your professional toolbox and enhance your resume. And,
you will get to better know your fellow BAAMA members and board
members.
Contact any Board member for more informatoin, or download an
application form from BAAMA.org/application.pdf.

UPCOMING EVENTS
MAY
EDUCATIONAL SESSION

05.24.12, 8:30 am – 12:00 pm
MTC Oakland
JULY
EDUCATIONAL SESSION

07.26.12, 8:30 am - 12:00 pm
MTC Oakland
AUGUST

BAAMA BOARD RETREAT
Check BAAMA.org for date &
location
SEPTEMBER
EDUCATIONAL SESSION

09.27.12, 8:30 am – 12:00 pm
Check BAAMA.org for location
NOVEMBER

GIS DAY, 11.16.12
UC Berkeley, GIF Lab
Check out BAAMA.org/meetings for
more information.
BAAMA.org/community is a great
source for local and regional georelated events. Let any board member
know if you have a listing you’d like
posted.
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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

BA AMA

CalGIS 2012 was held on April 11th – 13th in Sacramento.
The conference featured interesting people to meet, companies

CONNECTING PEOPLE WHO NEED GIS

to learn about, and good presentations on GIS and related

WITH THOSE WHO KNOW GIS
BAAMA is the vital organization of GIS
professionals in the San Francisco Bay
Region that promotes partnerships and
teamwork with users of GIS technology
to improve our environment and community. BAAMA is a proud chapter of the
Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA).

technology. Below are some photographs from the Ignite
Sessions and Exhibit Hall Networking Reception, both held on
Catherine Burton, Editor

Thursday night.

Below: Representing the best of Cogstone GIS,
Molly Valasik and Lisa A. Pierce show-off a model
Pleistocene-era Saber-toothed cat. So cool!

The mission of BAAMA is to be the primary
forum of the San Francisco Bay Region
geospatial community that provides education for professional development, networking opportunities, leadership, coordination, and representation — and have fun
doing it!

Above: The Exhibit Hall.

BAAMA JOURNAL EDITORIAL BOARD
CATHERINE BURTON
KEEP US INFORMED
Please send us your comments, ideas, and
news. If you want to write an article about
your recent project, let us know! We are
interested in pieces that educate and inform the Bay Area GIS audience of innovative projects using geospatial technologies.
Content Editor —

Above: Chris J. Gardner
(Pacific Alliance Technologies)
and Michelle K. Donahue
(MapDog GIS).

Editor@BAAMA.org

BAAMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Above: Andrew Sarner
(California Surveying and
Drafting Supply) demoing the latest in 3D Laser
Scanning, seen on the left.

JEFF HOBBS, PRESIDENT
DENNIS WUTHRICH, VICE PRESIDENT
BECKY MORTON, TREASURER
JEFF MUNOWITCH, SECRETARY
CATHERINE BURTON
PHIL BEILIN

Right: Randy Olden
(HDR/DTA)
Below: At Ignite, BAAMA Corporate Member RBF
Baker presenting Web Enabled Mapping: Yin & Yang.

Below: (L) A fun slide from the Ignite sessions.
(R) A Homeland Infrastructure Foundation Level Data
(HIFLD) Members and Partners logo slide.

CRISTI DELGADO
BRIAN FULFROST
MELANIE JONAS
DENNIS KLEIN
KEVIN KOY
BRIAN QUINN
BAAMA welcomes members to take volunteer roles in the organization’s activities! If
you would like to get involved, please contact a board member!
Bay Area Automated Mapping Association
P.O. Box 71073, Oakland, CA 94612

Left: Steve Spiker (Urban Strategies) at the Ignite Sessions. Above: A large
audience of eager learners watching BAAMA Corporate Member Photo Science
present on LiDAR at Ignite.
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FROM THE BOARD
Hello. As one of BAAMA’s newest
board members allow me to introduce
myself. My name is Melanie Jonas
and I am excited join the geospatial
community here in San Francisco.
My enthusiasm for all things mapping

of academia and the working world is not as rigid as I once
perceived. What’s more, this adaptability and exposure to
new ideas is a cornerstone of any technologically-oriented
field.

Melanie Jonas

began long before I moved to the Bay, as an eager graduate
student in the heart of the Midwest. Next month, however,
marks the one year anniversary of my move, and I am glad to
have found not just a new home, but a true community of likeminded professionals. Once I moved here, joining BAAMA
was an easy choice. Coming from the cornfields of Illinois left
me little chance to liaise with cutting-edge professionals as
deeply invested as I in using geospatial tools to find innovative solutions to today’s environmental challenges.
Transitioning from academia to the mindset of the working
professional takes time and a paradigm shift. I used to
believe that leaving academics meant forfeiting the luxury
of being a lifelong learner; that the working world meant
applying knowledge and not having time to focus on gaining
more. The acceptance of this narrowing worldview never
jibbed with my eagerness to understand and learn more
about my neighborhood, community, and world. But how
naïve I was! Now I see, much to my relief, that learning never
ends, and in fact, being a geospatial professional demands a
continual reassessment of one’s skills. In reality, the separation

I quickly realized BAAMA is the ideal venue for learning,
exploring new ideas, and meeting similarly passionate
professionals. I am part of BAAMA because I want to
challenge myself to work harder and smarter while staying in
step with current technology. My relative newness in this field
makes me the beneficiary of accrued wisdom that only comes
with already having made every mistake in the book. And
although my day job provides me with constant opportunities
to increase the depth of my geospatial skills, it is BAAMA’s
educational meetings that increase their breadth. The
opportunity to learn more about a new application for the
technology is an invaluable perk of being part of this group.
Sometimes I haven’t even yet realized that a more elegant
solution to my current practice exists until I see a solution
presented to me. As a young professional, I encourage
anyone with an interest in GIS to be a part of this community.
Our upcoming opportunities for networking and socializing
beyond seminar-style presentations cater to those looking to
enter into the field and ask questions, seek advice, or gain
camaraderie.
My goal with GIS is simple: utilize technology to make the
world a better place. And being part of BAAMA means
meeting others who share my vision for finding practical
solutions for spatial problems.
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I G N I T I N G O C E A N E X P L O R AT I O N : L I Q U I D
RO B O T I C S’ PAC X C H A L L E N G E
BY LU K E B E ATM A N, O C E A N O G R A P H I C DATA
A N A LY S T, L I Q U I D R O B O T I C S
Many of the most dramatic issues humanity will face in the
next century will relate to our oceans. Over 71% of the
planet’s surface is comprised of oceans, yet, strangely we
know more about outer space than we do our own seas.
Consider the following facts (source: Savethesea.org):

of the ocean’s waves for propulsion and solar power for

nn3.5 Billion+ people depend on the ocean for their
primary source of food; In 20 years it will be over 7
Billion

and satellites. It is now feasible to deploy fleets of Wave

nn80% of the world’s population lives within 60 miles of a
coast

world’s ability to study and understand our oceans.

computing, navigation and communications (Figure 1). No
fuel, no emissions, no personnel. Able to endure up to a year
at sea, this unmanned marine robot can continuously collect
data at one-tenth the cost of traditional buoys, research ships,
Gliders that continuously collect data across the oceans 24/7.
Easy and widespread access to ocean data revolutionizes the

nnShips carry more than 90% of the trade between
countries and about 50% of communications between
nations use underwater cables
nnOceans provide 99% of the Earth’s living space - the
largest space in our universe known to be inhabited by
living organisms
nnHumans have explored less than 10% of this living space
Given the critical importance oceans play in our lives, why
has exploration been so limited? Why are so few ocean
sensors deployed? To give an idea of how little we know
about our oceans, consider that worldwide there are only
1,250 buoys that report oceanographic and weather data
such as temperature, salinity, pollutants, currents and winds.
These are spread out over 361 million square kilometers,
which translates to an average of one report point for every
288,000 square kilometers of ocean water (more than
double the area of England).
Why is instrumentation so inadequate? A major barrier has
been the cost of data monitoring and collection in the open
seas. Until now, the only options have been satellites, buoys
and research vessels, which are all expensive to deploy and
maintain. For example, deployment of a research ship runs
between $30K and $150K+ per day. During long missions in
distant seas costs can tally up $1M-$2M dollars and waither
can put personnel at risk in the treacherous high seas.
There is a need for affordable, viable alternatives durable
enough to survive the open oceans. Liquid Robotics has
invented a revolutionary technology that breaks down the
barriers to ocean exploration. The Wave Glider® is the first
wave-powered marine robot that uses the natural energy

Figure 1: Wave Glider subsea view

With Headquarters in Sunnyvale, CA and founded in
2007 by Roger Hine and Joe Rizzi of the Jupiter Research
Foundation, Liquid Robotics works with customers across a
wide variety of markets to solve their most challenging ocean
science problems. Consider the following examples of how
this new technology is being used:
nnNOAA PMEL monitors the partial pressure of
carbon dioxide in the oceans, which is critical to our
understanding of climate change
nnScripps Institute of Oceanography conducts research into
improving worldwide tsunami detection capabilities
nnBP monitors offshore wells in the Gulf of Mexico
4
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L I Q U I D RO B OTI C S PAC X C H A L L E N G E
nnGovernment’s monitor port and harbor security using
acoustic detection of vessel traffic
nnFisheries track mammals and fish across migratory routes
These are just a few of the ways the Wave Gliders are used to
increase understanding of the oceans and improve operational
efficiencies.
PacX CHALLENGE

With the goal of furthering scientific
research, Liquid Robotics and their
partners Virgin Oceanic, Google,
and corporate supporter, British
Petroleum (BP), have initiated a
yearlong scientific exploration
across the Pacific, named the PacX
Challenge. Launched on November
17, 2011 from the St. Francis Yacht Club, four Wave Gliders
started their world record journey from San Francisco Bay on
their way to Hawaii and then ultimately to Japan and Australia
(Figure 2). Each Wave Glider is named to honor a famous
ocean explorer: Pius “Mau” Piailug (Papa Mau), Matthew
Fontaine Maury, Jacques Piccard and Benjamin Franklin.
PacX CHALLENGE PACIFIC ROUTE

is 10 minutes. The following sensors are identically configured
on each Wave Glider.
nnSeabird GPCTD with Dissolved Oxygen Sensor – measures
water conductivity, temperature, depth, and dissolved
oxygen just below the float of the Wave Glider.
nnDatawell MOSE-G Directional Wave Sensor – measures
significant wave height, average period, peak period,
and peak direction.
nnAirmar PB200 Weather Station – measures air temperature,
barometric pressure, wind speed, wind gust speed, and
wind direction one meter above the deck of the Wave
Glider.
nnTurner Designs C3 Submersible Fluorometer – measures
chlorophyll-A and crude oil fluorescence, as well as
turbidity and water temperature just below the float of the
Wave Glider.
nnCanon Camera
DATA VERIFICATION

The PacX route allows the Wave Gliders to travel by
established data buoys for verification. This provides an
excellent opportunity to compare Wave Glider data to the
existing NOAA standard. Visiting buoys across the Pacific
not only provides an opportunity for PacX sensors to measure
against existing buoys but also serve as constants by which to
compare the buoys against each other.
On their route between San Francisco and Hawaii,
approximately 400 miles into the journey, the Wave Gliders
encountered an extreme current anomaly otherwise known as
turbulent Misoscale currents. These severe currents caused the
Wave Gliders to dramatically veer off their prescribed course.
The latitude and longitude of this event was 34 degrees 41
minutes, -129 degrees 24 minutes.

Figure 2: PacX Challenge route across the Pacific: San Francisco to Hawaii
then Japan and Australia. Source: Google Earth

During their journey, it is anticipated the Wave Gliders will
collectively transmit approximately 2.25 million discrete data
points as they cover the 33,000 nautical miles (combined)
across the Pacific.
Each Wave Glider is configured with an assortment of sensors
measuring: wave height, period and direction, wind speed
and direction, air temperature, salinity, water temperature,
oxygen, and fluorescence. The sampling interval for all sensors

Receiving data in near real-time is extremely valuable for
any business traversing the oceans. For example, shipping
companies able to re-route container ships around turbulent
currents will save time, fuel and reduce risk to the ship and
personnel. Wave Gliders are currently the only platform
offering access to data in remote areas of the ocean for
sustained periods of time. Satellites can be used but for only
certain measurements and with limited coverage.
PERSISTENCE THROUGH A HURRICANE

At the beginning of February 2012, the Wave Gliders
encountered their first significant storm at 27 degrees latitude,
-147 longitudes. Recorded in the graphs below, the data
shows wind gusts between 30 and 40 knots and wave and
barometric pressure, reported on February 5th (Figure 4-6).
The barometric pressure dropped below 1000mb for Wave
See PacX Challenge, page 10
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C A L-A DA P T.O RG : N E W DATA A N D D E V E LO PM E NTS
B Y : K E V I N K O Y, E X E C U T I V E D I R E C T O R
B R I A N G A L E Y, W E B A P P L I C A T I O N D E V E L O P E R
M AT E A M A RS I C, W EB A P P L I C AT I O N D E V ELO P ER
M A G G I K E L L Y, F A C U L T Y D I R E C T O R
G E O S P A T I A L I N N O V A T I O N F A C I L I T Y, U C B E R K E L E Y
The Cal-Adapt (http://cal-adapt.org) web application was
launched in June of 2011 after nearly a year of planning,
development, and testing. The site is designed to increase the
availability and usefulness of modeled climate change data
being produced by the scientific community in California.
Through a combination of locally relevant information, visualization tools, and access to primary data, Cal-Adapt allows
a variety of different stakeholders access to locally relevant
data that may better inform adaptation planning and decision
making.
Cal-Adapt was developed by UC Berkeley’s Geospatial
Innovation Facility (GIF), however all of the data and information populating the site have been contributed from the
Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) program’s vast network
of research centers and facilities around the state (http://
www.energy.ca.gov/research). Support and guidance of the
development process continues to be strongly linked with PIER
leadership and the scientific community.
In the months following the site’s initial release, our team
has been busy integrating new features, data, and tools in
response to feedback and requests from the user community.
This article highlights some of these new developments that
are now available for use on the site.

that can effectively describe the projected patterns of extreme
heat events at a given location.
In order to address this need, the Cal-Adapt development
team utilizes a powerful and flexible open source stack including the Python web framework Django, the cartographic
styling capabilities of MapServer, and some essential Python
packages for scientific computing, including NumPy which
provides a powerful, multidimensional array objects for quick
resampling of time series data. The user interface relies on
jQuery with jQueryUI, and takes advantage of the HTML5
canvas element for the more interactive graph tools.
This setup allows for rapid access to the data that can then be
used to populate a variety of charts and tables. Upon entering the tool (http://cal-adapt.org/temperature/heat/) the user
is instructed to select a location on the map, and then is led
through a series of visualizations that show:
a. Number of extreme heat days by year: The number of
projected extreme heat days per year (1950-2099)

NEW TOOL: EXTREME HEAT

One of the most serious threats to the public health of
Californians, that has already presented a challenge to date,
are extreme heat events. Climate models, developed by the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, project that extreme heat
events will increase in frequency, intensity, and duration given
future climate change.

b. Number of warm nights by year: The number of projected warm nights per year (1950-2099)

Cal-Adapt features several different tools to visualize the
projected increase in temperatures. However, at the time of
the site’s initial launch these tools were limited to using only
monthly temperature data. In order to visualize and understand extreme heat events, one must have access to projected
temperatures at a daily time step. There are several thousand
raster data layers per scenario and model at this temporal
frequency. This enormous amount of data presents a processing challenge to provide a fast and dynamic visualization tool
6
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C A L- A DA P T.O RG DATA & D E V E LO P M E NT S
c. Number of heat waves: The projected total number of
heat waves (1950-2099)

The available charts and graphics for this tool are the same
as those used by scientists to describe the potential increases
in extreme heat events, however these graphics are usually
limited to one or two locations. By integrating the data into a
dynamic online mapping environment, users can now access
this same information for any location throughout the state.
IMPROVED DISPLAY OF UNCERTAINTY

d. Timing of extreme heat days by year: The projected
timing of extreme heat days from April through October
(1950-2099)

e. Maximum duration of heat waves by year: The number
of days in the longest heat wave projected by year
(1950-2099)

Improving on the public’s understanding of the uncertainty
in projection data was a high priority for development as
much of the feedback we received often revolved around this
subject. There are a variety of different models and scenarios
for any given type of data (temperature, precipitation, etc.),
and it is important to convey the fact that one line in a chart
only represents one of many potential outcomes. Given the
fact that it is impossible to predict exactly what the future will
look like, particularly in terms of demographics, socioeconomic
factors, and scientific innovations, many different projections are made in an attempt to cover the range of potential
outcomes that may be expected.
In order to address uncertainty in the data, it is helpful to
display the entire range of available outcomes in charts and
figures that display projected data. This is usually represented
through the use of a shaped area on a chart that displays
the lower and upper bounds of all of the available modeled
results. Previously, charts in Cal-Adapt that depict temperature
over time displayed a single line depending on the model and
scenario selected for display (figure 2a.); while charts now
are able to plot not only the currently selected line but also the
range of potential values as derived from all of the available
models (figure 2b). These charts are generated dynamically
from the multidimensional arraVy data stores via Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML (AJAX) calls from the client. The data store
uses an efficient binary format that can be quickly deserialized
to NumPy array objects. This feature is currently available
in the decadal temperature averages map (http://cal-adapt.
org/temperature/decadal/) and the degrees of change map
(http://cal-adapt.org/temperature/century/).

f. Daily high temperatures by year: The projected daily
temperature between April and October (1950-2099)

FIGURE 2 – Monthly temperature over time for Oakland, CA (a), and
monthly temperature over time including range of model results (b)

See CAL-ADAPT.ORG, page 12
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A USE CASE : GOOGLE’S CLOUD -BASED
E A R T H B U I L D E R B Y R O D E R I C K S O N , G I S P,
NEX T TIER CONCEPTS

A GIS requires the following components: hardware, software,
databases, and people. A GIS server facilitates the storing
and sharing of geospatial information such as imagery and
vector data. Maintaining and scaling a GIS server can be
challenging. In today’s economy state and local governments
and non-governmental organizations struggle with shrinking
public budgets and fewer resources available to support a
GIS; while concurrently incurring a greater demand from an
increased number of users requesting map data and imagery
as a web-based service. Google’s Earth Builder eliminates
multiple layers of infrastructure and allows GIS data provider’s
to focus on data without maintaining hardware, software, or
databases.
The Earth Builder is a cloud-based Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS); it eliminates the need for highly-trained information
technology staff to administer and maintain a GIS server. As
a result, users of Earth Builder such as United States Forest
Service (USFS) and the Department of Defense can focus on
their missions and support their users without the concerns,
costs and overhead of maintaining a traditional GIS. Earth
Builder enables organizations to pool resources and collaborate, which facilitates data sharing and reduces duplication of
data hosted on multiple servers.
The Google Earth Builder SaaS interface and approach is
based on the successful, intuitive Google Applications model
for services such as Gmail and Documents already familiar to
many users. Many consumers of geospatial data and imagery
Challenge

take advantage of products like Google Earth, and as professionals we may encounter the need to leverage a common and
reliable geospatial base map as a resource. As of October
of 2011, over one billion users have downloaded Google
Earth. Regardless of user type, affiliation or service needs we
all consume Google Earth from the same, single web-based
resource.
Google Earth is good for the average consumer but government agencies often require a secure, closed web-based
resource for storing and sharing GIS data. In the San Francisco
Bay Area, there are nine counties and at least 20 jurisdictions that are responsible for storing and sharing GIS data.
The USFS National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) supports
wild land fire response and mitigation. NIFC must be able
to rapidly store and share hundreds of layers of imagery
and map data with federal, state, and local governments
during a wild land fire event. In the past, NIFC and the USFS
maintained geospatial data and imagery on multiple servers
across several organizations; when a fire began data and cost
sharing challenges made it difficult to respond to the event
in a timely and effective manner. Over the last year, NIFC
developed a Fire Enterprise Geospatial Portal (Fire EGP) that
leverages Earth Builder in order to pool resources, eliminate
redundancies, and more effectively and efficiently serve the
growing demand for geospatial data from multiple collaborators and responders.The challenges that Earth Builder and the
Fire EGP has addressed are as follows:
Earth Builder and Fire EGP Solut][ion

Costs associated with processing, updating, inventorying and managing geospatial data and imagery.

Pool funding to pay for the service.

Costs associated with staffing segregated agencies.

Earth Builder and Fire EGP do not require database and server
administrators.

Costs associated with software.

Eliminate the requirement for multiple GIS and imagery software and
server licenses; cloud based resource is an economy of scale.

Rapidly share wild land fire response data to many
users, organizations and agencies.

SaaS works in near real time. Powerful, private cloud has more processing power and storage than individually hosted GIS environments.
Consolidate a loose and ad-hoc network of GIS servers and data
sources into a single, collaborative data sharing environment that supports multiple GIS user environments via interoperable services.
8
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GOOG LE ’ S C LO U D - B A S E D E A RTH B U I L D E R
Google’s scalability, reliable infrastructure, and an economy of scale
are advantageous for NIFC during peak wild land fire season. It
enables the end-users to focus on their objectives without the need for
specific skills in server administration or managing expensive middleware products. As a result, NIFC Fire EGP users store and share data
it during an event and make it immediately available for all to use.

agencies represent an opportunity to serve out data
once and share it across borders. NIFC uses tiled
imagery from products such as orthophotography
quadrangles and the USDA National Aerial Imagery
Program (NAIP). Using Earth Builder, these tiles can be
processed, stored and served once without redundancy.
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY SERVE GEOSPATIAL
DATA

Users upload, manage, stylize, and publish vector and imagery
data as maps that can be exported as Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) compliant Web Map Services (WMS). Maps can also be
published in 2D for Google Maps, or in 3D for Google Earth. Using
a robust “management portal” and “dashboard,” Earth Builder administrators manage the public’s access to published maps and data.

Typically, geospatial data services represent the largest
data storage and bandwidth footprint in a government’s
IT infrastructure. NIFC has found that all stakeholders
are able to collaborate on this platform without taxing
their own IT infrastructure and bandwidth. With Earth
Builder, a data steward’s only concern is storage
allocation and page views; in order to scale both can
be incrementally increased. As with most cloud-based
offerings, there is no lengthy process or paperwork
required to scale services. This capability frees organizations such as NIFC from the time and resource
intensive process they would normally become hindered
with when trying to rapidly upload and serve geospatial
imagery and data during an event.
CONCLUSION

The Earth Builder solution by Google is an innovative
approach to storing and sharing geospatial data.
Using this alternative to a traditional GIS solution, data
managers and stewards such as NIFC reduce time and
budgets required to serve geospatial data, imagery
and a common base map. Expensive middleware and
complex administration processes are replaced by a
simple, intuitive Google Applications interface. It is time
to stop serving the same pixels and vectors over and
over again. Serve once and share many, many times.

SHARING INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS

One of the great advantages of cloud computing is the ability to pool
resources. In this context, pooled resources are less about sharing
CPUs and servers and more about collaboration and cost sharing.
Cost sharing introduces economies of scale that multiple organizations such as NIFC find beneficial. Some of the costs associated with
Earth Builder include line items for storage capacity and page view
allocations; Google also allows large volume discounts.
ELIMINATE REDUNDANCIES

In the Bay Area, a large number of inter-reliant regional and local

A B O U T T H E AU T H O R
Rod Erickson is a graduate
of the University of Alabama
Geography/Planning
program and a certified
GIS Professional (GISP) with
Next Tier Concepts. His
experience spans over 15
years working with state,
local, federal, DoD and
Intelligence Community
Rod Erickson
customers providing geospatial integration and management support. At Next Tier
Concepts, his focus is on processing, exploiting and
disseminating geospatial data and services using cloud
based services and mobile platforms.
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L I Q U I D RO B OTI C S PAC X C H A L L E N G E

C O N T I N U E D F RO M PAG E 5

Glider Papa Mau and approached 980mb for Wave Glider Piccard
Maru. A pressure this low is comparable to pressures at the center of
a hurricane. Measured wave heights were near 8 meters (26 feet).
Examination of data from the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) satellite
showed sustained 40-knot wind speeds in the area.
To our knowledge, the storm was observed by three sources other than
the Wave Gliders. One of those sources was a Canadian family whose
small sailboat was severely damaged in the storm. They were rescued
by a Canadian container ship sent in their direction by the U.S Coast
Guard.
This situation highlights the lack of data available in the open ocean.
With the advent of the Liquid Robotics’ Wave Glider there now exists
an economically feasible solution that can provide near real-time data
enabling near real-time decisions.
Figure 4: Wind speed from the four PacX Wave Gliders

CONCLUSION

The PacX Wave Gliders’ arrival in Hawaii establishes a new world
record for distance by an unmanned, wave powered vehicle. Their
ruggedness and endurance is proven.
More importantly, through their journey, they are opening up the world’s
oceans for exploration and new discoveries. Imagine the possibilities
afforded by this revolutionary technology for scientific discovery and
solutions to the world’s challenges of global climate change, preservation
of our oceans and marine life, improved weather forecasting, and natural
disaster detection to name a few. Businesses will gain greater efficiencies
and savings having access to real-time ocean data for enhanced
decision-making.
The barriers to affordable ocean exploration are dissolving. Liquid
Robotics is changing the economics of ocean exploration and making it
affordable for the world’s scientists.

Figure 5: Barometric pressure from the 4 PacX Wave Gliders

For more information on Liquid Robotics, please visit www.liquidr.com,
call 1-408-636-4200 or contact sales@liquidr.com. Join us on Twitter,
Facebook, and Linkedin.
To follow the PacX Challenge, visit www.liquidr.com/pacx/ and to learn
more about the PacX Challenge scientific competition, go to www.liquidr.
com/pacx/challenge.
A B O U T T H E AU T H O R
Luke Beatman is the lead
oceanographic data analyst at Liquid
Robotics, the company who developed
the first, wave powered marine robot.
In his position at Liquid Robotics he
leads the data analysis for the over
120 Wave Gliders deployed around
the globe.

Figure 6: Wave height from the four PacX Wave Gliders

Luke Beatman

Prior to joining Liquid Robotis in April of 2011, Luke was Oceanographic
Reseacher at Monterrey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) in
10
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L I Q U I D RO B OTI C S PAC X C H A L L E N G E
the Biological Oceanography Group and was on staff to the
senior scientist, Dr. Francisco Chavez. In this capacity, he
worked extensively with software and hardware associated
with research vessel flowthrough systems, offshore
moorings, and land based
ocean-observing stations.
From 2000 to 2008, Luke was an Oceanographic Technician
at Moss Landing Marine Laboratory (MLML) and was
responsible for the creation and maintenance of ocean
observation stations for Central and Northern California
Ocean Observing System (CeNCOOS); an organization
dedicated to the support of science in the service of marine
ecosystem health and resource sustainability. Through this
work, he developed the first oceanographic data portal for
MLML and CeNCOOS. This portal serves data from the
various observing stations to the public.
Luke received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Oceanography
and Atmospheric Science from SUNY Stony Brook in 1998
and a Masters of Science in Physical Oceanography from
San Jose State University in 2008. An avid outdoorsman and
family man, Luke, his wife and lovely daughter live close to
the ocean in Santa Cruz, California.

WHERE IN THE
B AY A R E A ?
Fly me to the moon
Let me swing among those stars
Let me see what spring is like
On Jupiter and Mars
This little airstrip may not serve aircraft flying to
Jupiter or Mars but it is operational. Identify the
air field and its latitude-longitude coordinates
in this Google Earth image, and email your
answer to editor@BAAMA.org.org. One lucky
The mission of BAAMA is to be the primary forum of the San
Francisco Bay Region geospatial community that provides
education for professional development; networking opportunities; leadership, coordination, and representation — and has
fun doing it. Join us!

winner will be randomly selected from all correct
entries received by October 1, 2012. The winner,
announced in our next issue due GIS Day 2012,
gets to bask in geography-wiz glory at the next
BAAMA event!
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COUNTY BOUNDARIES

The majority of data available in Cal-Adapt
is at the resolution of 1/8th degree (12km)
grid cells, however many users have been
interested to see the data aggregated according to county boundaries. Though averaging
the pixel within a county will remove some of
the natural variation inherit in the landscape,
planners need these figures to compare the
information with other data sets that are available for these same regions. To address this
need, users can now toggle between pixel
level detail and county boundary averages in
Cal-Adapt’s tools. When county is selected,
the pixels that intersect the boundary are
averaged dynamically in the updated charts
and figures. Future updates will include
additional boundary types such as zip code
and political districts.
NEW INTERFACE

To tie together all of these new features and
further engage the user, our developers
have designed a new user interface for
the mapping applications. Based again on
valuable user feedback, we have decided to
feature a larger map area as well is the ability to add an additional chart to encourage
comparison between different areas, models,
scenarios, or seasons. Easy comparison of
different features further enhances the sites
ability to help users better understand how
climate change is projected throughout the
state and its diverse microclimates. We hope
that these tools help people better understand
the changes that are projected for our State
and inform planning and decision making
towards the future.

FIGURE 3 – Temperature projects for San Jose (pixel) and averaged over the entire Santa Clara County

FIGURE 4 – New User interface displaying a comparison of temperature rise in Berkeley vs. South Lake
Tahoe

The Geospatial Innovation Facility (GIF
— http://gif.berkeley.edu) was developed
in 2005 at the University of California —
Berkeley’s College of Natural Resources. The
mission of the GIF is to provide access to

training and services, and a community that focuses on cutting-edge geospatial
technology in support of the environmental sciences, in both natural and social
systems. We aim to build geospatial capacity within natural resources science and
management, and to offer innovative approaches to solving complex research
problems.
12
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BA A M A M AP GALLERY
The BAAMA Journal Map Gallery is an opportunity for BAAMA Members and friends to share their best maps with our active, growing readership. We invite all amateur and professional cartographers to submit
your most beautiful work for publication. We encourage everyone with a passion for mapmaking — students, GIS specialists, RS image analysts, senior managers, moonlighting executives — to contribute his or her
map to The BAAMA Journal. Click on each map to see an enlargment.

CHRIS ZUMWALT, GISP, WRA, Inc.

Breuner Marsh Restoration and Public Access Plan – Sea Level Rise Evaluation. (24” x 36” printed poster.) ESRI ArcGIS 10 and Spatial
Analyst Extension, and Autodesk AutoCAD Land Desktop. East Bay Regional Park District. Chris Zumwalt, GISP, WRA, Inc.
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LOUIS JAFFE, GREENINFO NETWORK

Sacramento - San Joaquin Delta. Created with ESRI ArcGIS, Adobe Photossho and
Illstrator. Bay Nature Magazine.
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MATT CONWAY, Geography Student, Foothill College.

BART Ridership, Comparison by Segment, January 2012. (Electronic image.) Created with NetworkX, PostGIS, Quantum GIS and GIMP.
After Brandon Martin-Anderson. Copyright © 2012 Matt Conway. Data courtesy BART, MTC, and the US Census Bureau. Projection: California State
Plane Zone III, NAD 1983.
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BRIAN YOUNG

Humboldt Jetties and Entrance Channel Survey (8.5x11 inch project exhibit). Terrain surface data collected through bathymetric,
airborne LiDAR, and photogrammetric surveys. Data integrated using TerraScan software and map exhibit created using ArcGIS. Project
performed by Towill, Inc. for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Map exhibit created by Brian Young, Towill, Inc.
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LAURIE WILLIAMS, Senior Planner/Watershed GIS, County of Marin Department of Public Works.

Created with Esri ArcGIS. Novato Creek Watershed Anadromous Fish Presence and Fish Passage Barriers (8.5” x 11”). Published for
web as part of Marin County Watershed Program (http://www.marinwatersheds.org/watershed_explorer.html); other maps in the
series include political boundaries, land use, vegetation, and impervious surfaces.
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ERIC HAGERMAN

A view of the World from San Francisco: an Earthlight Map. Created in Expersis Software. The red line is the equator with Longitude points noted. The yellow line is the
Prime Meridian, passing through Greenwich, England. The blue line shows distance to the other side of the planet from San Francisco (San Francisco’s antipode is at the
center of the Map). The program uses an equirectangular map from ESRI ArcGIS as an input. Find more info at: www.earthlightmaps.com
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KEVIN SPRY, GEOG2

Images of San Bruno Post-Gas Pipeline Explosion, September 2010. Color image
captured with a PhaseOne P65 camera from 12,000 feet. False-color image
captured with a 4-band multi-spectral camera system. Processed using PhaseOne
“Capture One 6” Software.

WINNER OF LAST
ISSUE’S WHERE IN
T H E B AY A R E A ?
CONTEST
The winner of the Fall 2011 Where in the Bay Area?
Contest is Michael Loconte, GIS Coordinator at City
of Hayward. Michael’s answer: “This one was easy
for me… Its Pescadero! -122.363546, 37.245293.”
Congratulations Michael and thanks everyone for
your participation and support.
BAAMA received four responses, all of which were
This GoogleEarth image was provided by Robert Pedersen, Geospatial Specialist,
Independent Geospatial Consultant.

correct. The winner was chosen by random drawing.

BA A M A E X T E N DS S P E C I A L A P P R E C I AT I O N
T O I T S 2 012 C O R P O R A T E S P O N S O R S
nn 3D Visions

nn City of Berkeley

nn AMS Consulting, LLC

nn City of Fremont

nn Boundary Solutions, Inc.

nn City of Oakland

nn Earthmine, Inc.

nn City of Palo Alto

nn Ellis Geospatial
nn Endpoint Environmental LLC
nn ESRI
nn Farallon Geographics, Inc.
nn GeoSyntec Consultants
nn HJW Photo Science, Inc.
nn Lohnes & Wright
nn Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
nn PSOMAS

nn City of Pleasanton
nn City of San Jose
nn City of Stockton
nn City of Walnut Creek
nn City of San Rafael, Dept. of Public Works
nn County of Alameda, Public Works Agency
nn County of Marin, Community Development Dept
nn County of Santa Clara, ISD

nn Towill, Inc.

nn East Bay Regional Park District

nn URS Corporation

nn San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

nn ValueCAD

nn San Francisco International Airport

nn Weston Solutions, Inc.

nn Vallejo Sanitation & Flood Control

EDUCATION/RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

nn American River College GIS Club
nn Diablo Valley College
nn Foothill College
nn GIS Education Center
nn San Jose State University/Geography Dept.
nn Stanford University
nn UC Berkeley
GOVERNMENT

nn AC Transit
nn Bay Area Air Quality Management District Bay Area
Rapid Transit (BART)

nn GreenInfo Network
nn San Francisco Estuary Institute
UTILITIES

nn California Water Service Co.
nn Central Contra Costa Sanitary District
nn Contra Costa Water District
nn Marin Municipal Water District
nn Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E)
nn San Francisco Department of Public Health
nn San Francisco Department of Public Works

nn Caltrans

nn San Jose Water Company

nn City and County of San Francisco

nn Santa Clara Valley Water District

